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Abstract—To lower the complexity of network codes over packet
line networks with arbitrary schedules, chunked codes (CC)and
overlapped chunked codes (OCC) were proposed in earlier works.
These codes have been previously analyzed for relatively large
chunks. In this paper, we prove that for smaller chunks, CC and
OCC asymptotically approach the capacity with an arbitrari ly
small but non-zero constant gap. We also show that unlike thecase
for large chunks, the larger is the overlap size, the better would be
the tradeoff between the speed of convergence and the message or
packet error rate. This implies that OCC are superior to CC for
shorter chunks. Simulations consistent with the theoretical results
are also presented, suggesting great potential for the application
of OCC for multimedia transmission over packet networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

There has recently been a surge of interest in application of
coding for large-scale file sharing over packet networks. Net-
work coding has been shown to generally reduce the expected
file downloading time for various probabilistic or deterministic
models of the flow transmission schedules. In practice, however,
the accurate modeling of the schedule might be too complex
and/or infeasible [1], [2]. The problem of a practical code
design is to achieve the capacity of the network under any
arbitrary schedule with high probability.

Random linear network codes (a.k.a. dense codes) are known
to achieve the capacity in this setting asymptotically (when
the message length grows large), while having linear coding
costs (the encoding/decoding algorithms at each node require a
number of packet operations per message packet linear in the
message length) [3], [4]. This, however, impedes the application
of dense codes for the transmission of large files. Thus the
problem of code design from another perspective is to devise
coding algorithms with relatively low complexity.

To overcome the computational inefficiency of dense codes,
chunked codes (CC) were proposed in [3], and afterwards, a
generalized version of chunked codes, referred to asoverlapped
chunked codes (OCC), were independently proposed in [4] and
[5].1 These codes operate by dividing the original message
into non-overlapping or overlapping chunks, respectively. Each
node then randomly chooses a chunk at any time instant and
transmits it by using a dense code.2 Thus, CC and OCC require
less complex coding operations as they apply coding on smaller
chunks rather than the original message. (The coding costs of
such codes are linear in the size of the chunks.)

1The idea of overlapping chunks was proposed in [4] and [5], independently.
Unlike [4], however, no theoretical result was presented in[5].

2There are a number of variations of codes based on chunks in the literature
of network codes (see [5], [6], and references therein). To the best of our
knowledge, however, none of these codes have been provably shown to perform
better than those in [3], [4] over arbitrary schedules in theasymptotic regime.

Both CC and OCC are known to asymptotically achieve the
capacity so long as the size of chunks (a.k.a. aperture size)
is bounded below [3], [4]. This lower bound has been shown
to be an increasing function of the message length. Thus the
aperture size cannot be reduced down to a constant in the
message length. The coding algorithms, therefore, cannot be
performed in linear time (with constant costs in the message
length). This may hamper the use of such codes in practical
applications under severe computational resource limitations.

Targeting the design of codes with smaller coding costs, the
main contributions of this work are listed below:

• We prove that CC with small apertures provide a bet-
ter tradeoff between the speed of convergence and the
message or packet error rate in comparison to what was
previously thought, based on the results of [3].

• As part of our machinery, we generalize a recently pro-
posed conjecture in [7] on the rank property of a special
class of random matrices with overlapping bands.3

• We show that unlike the case for CC with small apertures,
a martingale argument does not lead to a tight analysis
of OCC with small apertures. This is due to higher levels
of dependency between recoverability of message packets
in the case of overlapping chunks. We thus adopt a new
methodology studying two extremal types of dependency
and give a tight analysis for each type.

• We prove that for small apertures: (i) CC and OCC
approach the capacity with an arbitrarily small but positive
constant gap; (ii) OCC with larger overlaps are superior
in terms of the tradeoff between the speed of convergence
and the message or packet error rate. This is the opposite
of the trend for sufficiently large apertures, where OCC
with smaller overlaps are known to be superior [4].

• We show the advantage of OCC over CC via simulations.
For example, when compared to a CC with similar coding
costs, the application of an OCC can decrease the down-
loading time of a1MB file from a file server4 hops away
by about15% to 30% depending on the target packet error
rate and the chunk size.

For more details, including the proofs, please see [8].

II. M ODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

We focus on the unicast problem over line networks. We
follow the terminology and notations of [4]. Consider a line
network of lengthl, where onesource node (which is given

3The validity of our conjecture is supported via simulations, not included in
this paper due to space limitations, but a formal proof is still unknown.
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k message packets, where the packets are strings of bits) is
connected to onesink node (which demands thek message
packets) throughl links in tandem. The rest of thel − 1
nodes are calledinterior. The links are modeled by erasure
channels. The erasure probabilities are arbitrary and may vary
over time. The packets might be faced with arbitrary delays.
The connectivity graph specifying the flow of the successful
transmissions over time is called aschedule.

The schedule describes paths over which packet transmis-
sions are successful [4]. The min-cut capacity of the schedule
equals the number of edge-disjoint paths within the schedule
starting from the source node and ending at the sink node.
Since we are interested in the analysis of coding schemes
over arbitrary schedules of a given capacityn, we study the
worst-case schedules in which the probability of success isthe
smallest possible (subject to having the least possible number
of successful packets providing the given capacity). We suppose
that there are preciselyn packets successfully sent and/or
received by each node; and there exists one and only one packet
departure from each interior node between any two consecutive
packet arrivals at the node.

The goal is to analyze and compare our codes of interest over
line networks of lengthl with worst-case schedules of capacity
(1+λ)k, for any arbitrarily small but constantλ > 0, ask goes
to infinity. We specifically focus on the tradeoff between the
speed of convergence and the probability of decoding failure
(the message error rate) or the expected fraction of undecodable
message packets (the packet error rate).

III. CC WITH SMALL APERTURES

A CC operates by partitioning thek message packets intoq
non-overlapping chunks, each of aperture sizeα = k/q.

Each node randomly chooses a chunk at each transmission
time and transmits a random linear combination (over binary
field) of the previously received packets pertaining to the
chosen chunk. To recover each chunk, the sink node has to
solve a linear system of equations forα message packets. It is
easy to see that the coding cost per network node isO(α).4

For everyω ∈ [q], the packets pertaining to the chunkω, are
calledω-packets. Each set of packets with linearly independent
local (global) encoding vectors is calleddense (innovative).
The packets belonging to a dense (innovative) set are called
dense (innovative). The decoding is successful if every chunk
is decodable, and for everyω, chunkω is decodable if there
existα innovativeω-packets at the sink node.

Now suppose that a CC withq chunks of sizeα is applied
to k message packets at the source node of a network of length
l with any worst-case schedule of capacity(1 + λ)k.

The chunks are randomly scheduled over time, and hence
the capacity of the flow by theω-packets (the capacity of the
schedule restricted to the flow ofω-packets), for everyω, is a
random variable. This capacity can be lower bounded with high
probability (w.h.p.) by using a probabilistic counting technique,
so long as the aperture size is bounded above (b.a.).

4The coding cost per network node is the number of packet operations per
message packet required for performing coding algorithms at each node.

Lemma 1: For a CC withq chunks, over a network of length
l with any worst-case schedule of capacityn, for everyω, the
ω-packets fail to form a flow of capacity not larger than

(

1− O
(

(

l3(q/n) ln(ln/ǫ)
)1/3

))

.(n/q) (1)

with probability (w.p.) bounded above by (b.a.b.)ǫ, so long as

l3q ln
ln

ǫ
= o (n) .5 (2)

The result of Lemma 1 is tighter than [4, Lemma 3], which
itself is tighter than [3, Theorem 4.1], and hence any succeeding
result in this paper would be tighter than its counterpart in[3].

By using the lower bound on the capacity of the flow byω-
packets and applying [4, Corollary 1], for everyω, the number
of denseω-packets are lower bounded w.h.p. Next, by using the
lower bound on the number of denseω-packets and applying
[4, Lemma 2], for everyω, the probability that the sink node
receivesα innovativeω-packets is given a lower bound.

These results however are not applicable to the underlying
problem in this paper as the aperture sizes of our interest are
expected to be smaller than the lower bound given in Lemma 1.

We, instead, fix a particular chunk, sayω, and lower bound
the capacity of the schedule restricted to the flow byω-packets.
We are then able to lower bound on the probability of receiving
a collection ofα innovativeω-packets by the sink node.

Lemma 2: For anyǫ > 0, andλ > 0, applying a CC with
aperture sizeα over a network of lengthl with any worst-case
schedule of capacity(1+λ)k, the probability of a given chunk
ω to be undecodable is b.a.b.ǫ, so long as

α ≤ ϕ− l log(lϕ/ǫ̇)− log(1/ǫ)− l − 1, (3)

where

ϕ =
(

1−O
(

(

(l3/µ) ln(lµ/ǫ)
)1/3

))

· µ, (4)

µ = (1 + λ)α, and ǫ̇ = ǫ/2.
Substituting (4) into (3), we obtain

α = Ω
(

(l3/λ3) ln(l/λǫ)
)

. (5)

By applying a union bound on the result of Lemma 2 together
with condition (5), the following is immediate.

Theorem 1: For any ǫ > 0, when ǫ goes to 0 suffi-
ciently fast, ask goes to infinity,6 applying a CC withα =
Ω((l3/λ3) ln(l/λǫ)), to k message packets over a network of
lengthl with any worst-case schedule of capacity(1+λ)k, not
all the chunks are decodable w.p. b.a.b.ǫq.

Now, let us assume larger values ofǫ up to a constant. By
constructing a martingale sequence over the number of chunks
that are not decodable while exposing chunks one at a time
and applying Azuma’s inequality, see [9, Chapter 7], the actual
fraction of chunks which fail to be decoded can be shown to
be tightly concentrated around its expectation.

Theorem 2: For any ǫ > 0, and λ > 0, for a CC with
α = Ω

(

(l3/λ3) ln(l/λǫ)
)

, over a network of lengthl with any
worst-case schedule of capacity(1 + λ)k, for anyγa > 0, the

5By replacingq with k/α, the condition (2) can be interpreted as a lower
bound on the aperture sizeα.

6We sayǫ goes to0 “sufficiently fast,” if ǫq vanishes ask goes to infinity.



fraction of undecodable chunks deviates farther thanγa from
ǫ, w.p. b.a.b.e−ck, for some constantc = O(γ2

aǫ
2/α2).7

IV. OCC WITH SMALL APERTURES

An OCC splits the message packets of sizek into q chunks of
sizeα, so that any two contiguous chunks overlap byγ = α/τe
message packets (in an end-around fashion), whereτe = τ/(τ−
1), for any constant integer divisorτ of α.

The encoding is similar to that in CC, and the encoding cost
per network node isO(α). Unlike CC, the decoding is similar
to that in dense codes, i.e., to recover the chunks all together,
the sink node has to solve a system of linear equations fork
message packets.8 The matrix of the coefficients associated to
such a system is a banded matrix of bandwidthα (the non-
zero elements of each row lie within a band of sizeα). Such
a system can be solved by usingO(α) row (packet) operations
[7], and the decoding cost at the sink node isO(α).

Unlike CC, in OCC, for a givenω, an innovative collection
of ω-packets might not be innovative to the set of all the
packets. This arises from the fact that any given chunk shares
a few message packets with a few other chunks. The decoding
is successful if the chunks are all decodable as a set, i.e.,
there existk innovative packets (regardless of the number of
innovativeω-packets for someω) at the sink node.

Suppose an OCC withq (= kτ/α) chunks, each of size
α, and overlapγ = α/τe, applied tok message packets at
the source node of a network of lengthl with any worst-case
schedule of capacity(1 + λ)k.

The same approach used for the analysis of CC with small
apertures is not applicable to OCC with small apertures. In par-
ticular, unlike CC, in OCC, a martingale argument alone does
not give a tight upper bound on the fraction of unrecoverable
message packets. This arises from the fact that in OCC, the
chunks are to be decoded together.

In the following, we provide a sketch of our analysis, starting
with giving a useful conjecture on the rank property of two
classes of banded random binary matrices.

Let n, k, α andγ be integers (k ≤ n, γ < α), so thatα−γ is
a divisor ofk. Let χ bek/(α−γ), andI be the set of integers
[k]. We divideI into χ subsetsIi’s, for all i ∈ [χ], whereIi
(the ith aperture of sizeα) is the set ofα contiguous integers
in I in an end-around fashion, starting from(i−1)(α−γ)+1.

We construct ann × k matrix as follows: (i) for each row,
an index, sayi, is randomly chosen from the set of integers
[χ], and (ii) the row’s entries indexed by theith aperture are
independently and uniformly chosen from the binary field, and
the rest of the entries are set to zero. We call such a matrix a

7Note that, however, for relatively large values ofǫ, the expected fraction of
unrecoverable message packets is bounded away from zero. Thus, a CC, alone,
does not recover all the message packets. One solution is to devise a proper
precoding scheme. The issue of the precode design is beyond the scope of this
paper. Readers are referred to [3] for more information.

8In prior related work, excluding [4], the chunks are to be decoded in
isolation. However, by performing the decoding algorithm on the set of all the
chunks simultaneously, not all the chunks need to be recoverable in isolation
when the chunks are overlapping. Thus a smaller number of packets at the
sink node is sufficient to ensure successful decoding with a given probability.
This, however, may come at the cost of increasing the memory requirements,
yet studying the latter tradeoff is beyond the scope of this paper.

(γ, α) irregular symmetric banded matrix of sizen× k. Now,
consider a similar construction, but whenα − γ is a divisor
of k − γ (not k), andχ is (k − γ)/(α − γ) (not k/(α − γ)).
The resulting matrix in this case is called a(γ, α) irregular
asymmetric banded matrix of sizen × k. Further, consider a
matrix constructed as above, except that in part (i), each index
in [χ] is assigned ton/χ rows (χ has to be a divisor ofn). We
call such a matrix a(γ, α) “regular” symmetric or asymmetric
banded matrix of sizen× k.

Conjecture 1: Let n, k, α andγ be integers (k ≤ n, γ < α).
Let M be a(γ, α) (regular/irregular) symmetric or asymmetric
banded random matrix of sizen × k. For anyǫ > 0, and for
sufficiently largek, Pr[r(M) < k] ≤ ǫ, so long ask ≤ n −
log(1/ǫ), and γ ≥ 2

√
k, or γ ≥ τeτ

√
k, respectively, where

r(M) is the rank of the matrixM over the binary field,γ =
α/τe, andτe = τ/(τ − 1), for any constant divisorτ of α.9

Now consider the matrix of the global encoding vectors of
the received packets at the sink node,Q, also referred to as
the “decoding matrix.” LetQ′ beQ restricted to its dense rows
(global encoding vectors of the dense packets). Letχ be an
integer sufficiently smaller than the number of chunks. Fix
a particular set ofχ contiguous chunks (we will specify the
precise choice ofχ later). Focus on the set of dense packets
pertaining to the given set of chunks. We first lower bound
the probability that the set of rows pertaining to these chunks
in Q′ includes a(γ, α) regular asymmetric banded matrix with
χ(α−γ)+γ columns (the number of distinct message packets in
χ contiguous chunks) and a sufficiently large number of rows.
By using Conjecture 1, we next upper bound the probability
that such a set fails to be decodable. Studying all such sets,the
fraction of recoverable message packets can be lower bounded
(all the message packets in a chunk belonging to a decodable
set of chunks are recoverable).10

We formalize the above process as follows. We call each
set of χ contiguous chunks, in an end-around fashion, a
hyperchunk. We call each (disjoint) set ofα/τ contiguous
message packets ablock. We say that a given hyperchunk is
not decodable (abad hyperchunk) if it fails to be decodedin
isolation. We also say that a given block is not recoverable (a
bad block) if it does not belong to any decodable hyperchunk.

Followed by lower bounding the capacity of the flow by
the packets pertaining to a given hyperchunk, Lemma 1 of
[4] serves to bound the probability of receiving an innovative
collection ofχk/q packets belonging to this hyperchunk.

Lemma 3: For any ǫ > 0, and λ > 0, applying an OCC
with aperture sizeα, and overlap parameterτ , over a network
of length l with any worst-case schedule of capacity(1 + λ)k,
the probability of a given hyperchunk of sizeχ to be bad is

9We briefly highlight the differences between Conjecture 1 and Conjec-
ture 4.2 of [7]: (i) the latter considers a subclass of symmetric banded
random binary matrices, yet the former considers two more general classes
of regular/irregular symmetric and asymmetric banded random binary matrices,
and (ii) unlike the latter, for a given aperture size, the overlap size in the former
is not restricted to one particular value.

10It is worth noting that our analysis is sub-optimal in the sense that there
might be some recoverable message packets that we declare asunrecoverable.
This is because the decoding is performed on the set of all thechunks together,
not on the subsets of chunks in isolation.



b.a.b.ǫ, so long as

rα ≤ χϕ− χl log(lϕχ/ǫ̇)− log(1/ǫ̇)− χl, (6)

given thatγ ≥ τeτ
√
rα, where

ϕ =
(

1−O
(

(

(l3/µ) ln(lµχ/ǫ)
)1/3

))

· µ, (7)

µ = (1 + λ)α/τ , andr = (χ− 1)/τ + 1.
Substituting (7) into (6), we obtain

α = Ω
(

(l3/λ3)τ ln ((l/λǫ)τ)
)

, (8)

by choosingχ to be an arbitrary constant integer sufficiently
larger than(τ − 1)/λ.

Thus the probability that a given hyperchunk is bad is b.a.b.ǫ,
and the expected fraction of bad hyperchunks is upper bounded
by ǫ. By using a martingale argument over the hyperchunks,
one can show that for anyγa > 0, the fraction of undecodable
hyperchunks deviates farther thanγa from ǫ, w.p. b.a.b.e−ck,
for some constantc = O((γ2

aǫ
2/α2)(λτ)).

Now, the problem is to upper bound the fraction of bad
blocks. This fraction however depends on the ordering of bad
hyperchunks. It should be clear that among different orderings
of bad hyperchunks, the one in which all the bad hyperchunks
are adjacent results in the largest fraction of bad blocks. Since
the expected fraction of bad hyperchunks isǫ, the expected
fraction of bad blocks is therefore upper bounded byǫ.

This, however, is not a tight bound in that the probability
of a large number of bad hyperchunks being adjacent is
very small. To give a tighter bound, various orderings of bad
hyperchunks (or bad blocks) need to be studied. The ordering
of bad hyperchunks is random, and so is the fraction of bad
blocks. However the structure of the dependency between the
hyperchunks (or blocks) is not easy to formulate.

We, instead, analyze two extremal types of dependency
structures of hyperchunks as defined below. LetI be the
set of integers in[q]. For all i ∈ I, let Gi (Bi) be the
set of indices of the message packets in theith hyperchunk
(block). We use the same notationGi (Bi) to refer to theith
hyperchunk (block) unless there is a danger of confusion. We,
further, letGi (Bi) be the event thatGi (Bi) is not decodable
(recoverable). Fori ∈ I, let NG(i) (NB(i)) be an ordered set
(in an increasing cyclic order) of indices of hyperchunks that
overlap with theith hyperchunk (block), andIi be an arbitrary
subset ofI \ {i}. The first (second) type is the one that the
occurrence of any subset ofGj ’s, for j ∈ NG(i) (j 6= i),
increases (decreases) the probability thatGi occurs. In both
types, for Ii ∩ NG(i) = ∅, the occurrence of any subset of
Gj ’s decreases the probability of occurrence ofGi. We refer
to the first (second) type as thedependency with positively
(negatively) dependent neighborhoods.

We upper bound (i) the probability that not all the blocks
are recoverable, and (ii) the expected fraction of unrecoverable
blocks. Such bounds are “outer” upper bounds for the class of
dependency structures of the underlying type in that they hold
for any dependency structure in the class. We say that an outer
bound is “tight” over the class of dependency structures of a
given type, if, in the limit of interest (ask tends to infinity,

the expected fraction of bad blocks vanishes sufficiently fast,
or does not), it is tight for any worst-case structure in the class.

To give tight outer upper bounds for each type, we study
the worst case, i.e., providing that any arbitrary subset of
hyperchunks is not decodable, the conditional probabilityof
undecodability of any given hyperchunk is the largest possible.
These (tight) bounds indicate an interval that for any possible
type of dependency, a tight outer upper bound lies within. The
followings summarize our analytical results.

Theorem 3: For any ǫ > 0, when ǫ goes to0 sufficiently
fast, ask goes to infinity, andλ > 0, applying an OCC
with aperture sizeα = Ω((l3/λ3)τ ln((l/λǫ)τ)), and overlap
parameterτ , over a network of lengthl with any worst-case
schedule of capacity(1 + λ)k, for any type of dependency
between hyperchunks, there exists a tight outer upper bound
on the probability that not all the blocks are recoverable. This
bound is betweenǫχ+τ−1q and ǫ2q, whereχ is an arbitrary
constant integer sufficiently larger than(τ − 1)/λ.

Theorem 4: For any ǫ > 0, andλ > 0, applying an OCC
with aperture sizeα = Ω

(

(l3/λ3)τ ln((l/λǫ)τ)
)

, and overlap
parameterτ , over a network of lengthl with any worst-case
schedule of capacity(1 + λ)k, for any type of dependency
between hyperchunks, there exists a tight outer upper bound
on the expected fraction of unrecoverable blocks. This bound
is betweenǫχ+τ−1 and ǫ2, whereχ is an arbitrary constant
integer sufficiently larger than(τ − 1)/λ.

V. COMPARISON RESULTS

By comparing Theorems 1 and 3, or Theorems 2 and 4,
regarding the tradeoff between the message or packet error rate
and the speed of convergence, the followings can be shown.

Let the k message packets be divided intoτq chunks
of size α (= k/q). We say that a code withα =
Ω((l/λ)3τ ln((l/λǫ)τ)) has “relatively” or “very” small aper-
ture, if ǫτq goes to zero or not, ask goes to infinity.11

Theorem 5: For sufficiently small given message error rate
and for relatively small apertures, the larger is the overlap, the
larger is the speed of convergence.

Theorem 6: For sufficiently small given packet error rate and
for very small apertures, the larger is the overlap, the larger is
the speed of convergence.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We compare CC and OCC in terms of the tradeoff between
the overhead per messageλ := (n − k)/k, called “overhead”
for brevity, and the message or packet error rate. The variables
in this comparison are the message, aperture and overlap sizes.

We consider line networks of length4. The networks are
simulated with randomly generated worst-case schedules of
capacityn = (1 + λ)k, for some0 ≤ λ ≤ 3, and with the
message sizesk = 64, 256. For eachk, we consider the aperture
sizesα = k/2, k/4, and the overlap sizesγ = α(τ − 1)/τ ,
for the overlap parametersτ = 1 (i.e., CC), 2, or 4. We

11By definition, the overlap parameterτ is smaller than or equal to the
aperture sizeα. The two lower bounds onα, however, are increasing functions
of τ . Thus, for a givenα to fall in the category of the relatively/very small
chunks, τ needs to be bounded from above by a value smaller thanα.
Therefore, it might not always be possible to makeτ as large asα.
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Fig. 1. CC and OCC: more computational efficiency.
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Fig. 2. CC and OCC: less computational efficiency.

are interested in the message and packet error rate, each as a
function of the overhead for a given aperture size (given coding
costs). For eachn, k, α andγ, each coding scheme is applied
to the schedules until1000 decoding failures occur.

Figure 1 depicts the message error rate (MER) vs. the
overheadλ for the cases where the aperture sizeα = k/4.
Figure 2 depicts the same scenarios only for the larger aperture
size ofα = k/2. As the coding complexity is a linear function
of α, the cases considered in Figure 2 are computationally less
efficient than the corresponding cases in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows that for given number of message packets
k, and a fixed coding complexity (fixedα), if the target MER
is sufficiently small, then OCC with larger overlap (largerτ )
outperforms OCC with smaller overlap (including CC), in terms
of the convergence speed. For example, one can see that fork =
64, andα = 16, for MERs below about5 × 10−2, OCC with
τ = 2 requires a smaller overhead compared to CC (τ = 1).

Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 reveals that the MER below
which OCC outperforms CC is a decreasing function of the
aperture size. So, the advantage of OCC over CC is more
pronounced for smaller aperture sizes and lower target MERs.

Figures 3 and 4 show the packet error rate (PER) of the
scenarios identical to those in Figures 1 and 2, respectively,
and the trends for PER results are similar to those of MER.

Example: Consider downloading a 1MB file from a file server
4 hops away (l = 4). Suppose that packets of length 4KB
are used for the transmission. This implies that the number of
message packetsk = 256. Consider a target PER of10−4,
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Fig. 3. CC and OCC: more computational efficiency.
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Fig. 4. CC and OCC: less computational efficiency.

and two possible transmission scenarios: (a) using a CC with
α = 64, and (b) using an OCC withα = 64 and τ = 2
(γ = 32). From Figure 3, one can see that the overheadλ
for the two scenarios is about 0.85 and 0.7, respectively. This
implies that downloading the file by scenario (b) is about17%
faster than scenario (a). The difference will be even more for
smaller target PERs and smaller aperture sizes.
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